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Introduction
The New Dunedin Hospital has been a catalyst in providing meaningful mana
whenua engagement within the Dunedin region. Iwi were promised schools and
hospitals during treaty settlements; NDH is the long overdue response to those
promises that were not fulfilled.
In order for NDH to recognise the impact of the modern health service provision on
māori, a cultural impact assessment was completed, which identified the priority
concerns and needs of those working in and visiting the hospital. To further steer the
design of the NDH, and ensure alignment with local needs and tīkanga, design
principles, a creation narrative, sustainability principles and a cultural narrative were
developed. These documents were presented to the design team and are
continuously used throughout the design and landscaping process to reflect local
heritage.
This report analyses māori needs in the CIA and documents how the NDH has, and
will continue to, respond to these needs. The report also touches on the methods of
integration of the design principles, cultural narrative and sustainability principles into
the design and landscaping, because these aspects support māori in identifying with
the building and those aims outlined in the CIA.
The report defines the NDH’s locus of control , identifies the high level objectives of
the NDH in responding to the CIA, provides the framework for the analysis and
finally, explains how the facility responds to māori needs from a historical,
contemporary, and cultural perspective.
The next steps are also outlined to show future steps required to build on the current
success of the NDH in meeting māori needs and ensure that the intended benefits
are realised.

1

NDH - Locus of Control
The NDH’s “locus of control” refers to those parts of this project which are capable of
responding to the needs and values identified in the CIA, namely, the design and
construction of the buildings and the supporting features of the site.
As identified in the CIA, the cultural impact of the New Dunedin Hospital spans
across many facets.
NDH provides a physical build resulting from a collaborative co design process
coupled with the provision of information from Mana Whenua. Through that process,
the NDH can control an external and interior reflection of local tīkanga and a vehicle
for māori health care provision. As set out further below, it has sought to do that
through the provision of physical spaces, internal and external design, landscaping,
and digital means to respond to cultural needs.
Understandably however, cultural needs extend beyond the design and physical
features of the NDH. Those needs include operational guidance required for safe
and equitable models of care. In that instance, while the NDH can provide spaces to
assist in facilitating those models, it is SDHB who is responsible for operationalising
these spaces and ensuring the models of care and internal processes support māori
health care provision.
Therefore, the scope of the report pertains to those needs that are in the NDH locus
of control, while also outlining how NDH processes have supported and will continue
to support operational dependencies or other cultural needs.

NDH – Indicative only
1

Main Themes in Cultural Impact Assessment
Themes in the CIA have been identified below, to set the context and assist an
accurate response to be provided by way of NDH services and their support towards
enhancing māori health care needs.
Māori Health Inequality

The gap between māori and non māori health statistics highlights the need for the
NDH to respond meaningfully through a response health care facility. The life
expectancy for Māori is eight years lower than non-Māori (Reid & Robson, as cited
in Camp, 2020). Māori have long experienced significant and enduring health
inequities in relation to socio-economic deprivation, and the most consistent and
compelling ethnic inequities are between Māori and non-Māori (Cram et al., as cited
in Camp, 2020).
Nga Waiwai e Toru – the three aspects to considering māori needs

As Camp (2020) outlines, if only part of the complete sphere of cultural needs is
assessed, then NDH fails to make a meaningful contribution to reduce the high
mortality and morbidity currently experienced by Māori. There is a need to address
all dimensions of cultural needs. Camp (2020) separates these into three areas.
The three aspects to consider māori needs holistically and completely are:
• historical
• contemporary; and
• cultural needs.
This report addresses these needs in an integrated manner because of the
interdependent nature. The analysis reflected in the report compares the needs in
the CIA and the NDH response, from a historical, contemporary, and cultural
perspective. The analysis not only considers mahi done to date, but also next steps
to outline processes that need to be followed to ensure these needs continue to be
met.

Entrance of the NDH inpatients building- indicative only

Cultural Needs and the NDH response
Below outlines the ways that the NDH responds to needs identified in the CIA. As
per the introduction, the responses are analysis from historical, contemporary, and
cultural needs. The order of the needs below reflects the order in which these needs
are documented in the CIA.
Primary Needs

Camp (2020) outlines three primary needs for māori:
• The need for Māori staff to practice as Māori
• Support for whānau Māori who are transferred to the NDH; and
• Whānau experiences of care and tikaka are considered
Camp (2020) also assesses the impact for Māori if the NDH does or does not meet
the cultural needs of Māori.
The need for Māori staff to practice as Māori

The NDH provides a flexible approach to the spaces, allow for the changing needs
that accompany changes in models of care and allows for high quality, responsive
health service provision.
Māori staff have been included in the design through user group processes, to
ensure the design responds to cultural needs. Some of the opportunities for māori
staff to practice as māori include:
• a dedicated mana whenua space in both buildings for māori support staff to
have a physical presence in NDH and provide all amenities required to
optimally pass on that support to whānau and patients

Mana Whenua Space - Indicative only
•

Weaving spaces located in the Front of house area, designed for volunteers
to weave kete, mats and vessels for babies that have passed away in the
facility. Putiputi are also weaved for those patients that do not have whānau
in town. The weaving of putiputi provides an opportunity to go and spend time
with that patient, offer support and advocacy and drop off kai

Weaving space outside the Front of House area, Inpatients Building

•

Dedicated spaces in the facility for private conversations to be held, including
those between māori staff and patients

Front of House entrance, Outpatients Building – Indicative Only
•

Multiple digital opportunities facilitating māori health education, content
around tikaka (including karakia) and promotion (expanded further on)

It is noted that there are further opportunities to identify and document opportunities
for māori staff to practice as māori, however within its locus of control the NDH
provides the flexibility in the design to accommodate the changing health care
practices.
Support for whānau Māori who are transferred to the NDH

It is recognised in the health planning and briefing documentation that there is a
need to provide support spaces for whānau of māori patients. These physical spaces
are listed below:
• Mana Whenua Spaces. Located in the front of house area in both Inpatient
and Outpatients’ buildings, these spaces allows whānau and patients to feel
supported from the time they enter the building. Functions are mainly based
on a contemporary approach but include cultural considerations and history
in the form of reflecting Kāi tahu narratives in design. The functions in the
mana whenua space include:
o Kaitiaki /Hui flexible space where formal greetings can take place
o Comfortable/lounge area
o Refreshments/Catering facilities – Coffee/tea, basic
kitchenette/dishwasher/fridge/microwave
o An activatable ātea space, which can be tapu for formalities when
required.
o Accessible to toilets
o A place where tīkaka is easily recognised and able to be followed.
o Wai space, drinking water separate to water to remove tapu
o A private space for grieving/comforting
o Visual recognition of mana whenua world view potentially including
creation or other Kāi Tahu narratives
o Staff/Office space – Maori staff providing kaitiaki services should have
the ability to use this space. Space for 4-5 staff. May be used for
HR/patient information conversations. Note this space can also be
used to support hauora and possibly clinical follow up support.

Mana Whenua Space in Inpatients – Indicative Only

•

Whānau Lounges
o Located in every department of the NDH, the whānau lounges are
designed to provide a comforting space to spend time in while the
loved one is in hospital. Each whānau room includes a beverage bay
with access to a visitor’s toilet. The exception is in mortuary, where the
tupapāku will be able to remain in the whānau room with whānau
overnight. It is therefore not appropriate for the beverage bay to be in
the same room, in which case it is located nearby in an adjacent room.

Mortuary viewing room, with weaved mats. The room is designed to have
ability for tupapāku to be in the area for up to 48 hours, with whānau.

•

Weaving space in the Front of house area
o The current practice of weaving kete and other objects will continue to
occur in the NDH, with a dedicated weaving area. In preserving this
tikaka, historical needs and practices are able to be integrated into the
NDH design and also allow māori staff to practice māori customs and
the community to provide support to whānau.

•

Karakia
o Digital and interior design spaces promote use of Karakia
o Potential for electronic means of karakia to be provided in areas tapu
needs to be lifted and a staff member unable to attend, e.g. in the
dedicated tupapāku lift
o Wai touchpoints allocated in specific places around the buildings and
precinct to allow the tapu to be respectfully lifted; transitioning the
person from Tapu to Noa. Currently staff have to bring water or use a
sink or drinking tap which is less than ideal. The transition from Tapu
to Noa, or Whakanoa, is required because of the duality that exists
between tapu and noa across the hospital development, and in
particular the mortuary functions and circulation networks which are
the most tapu / sensitive. In general the Eastern side of the hospital is

the most tapu (in terms of restriction) and the west side the most noa
(un-restricted) with its strong public interface, manaakitanga and kai
functions
o NDH hui begin and end with a karakia – Project management agendas
include karakia as part of the tikaka in their practicing, contributing to
normalising the practice and educating people how to include karakia
in daily working environments
o Green spaces are provided both in with wider landscape and
internally, to support karakia
•

Overnight Spaces in Wards

In every inpatient bedroom, there is the ability for a carer to stay overnight. There is
a fold down furniture solution by way of king single sized spring mattress that allows
for a comfortable night’s sleep for the carer. Allowing the carer to have comfort
allows for a calmer and more supportive environment, and for the carer to provide
support as best that they can at that time.
Because the wards are 75% single rooms, each with their own ensuite, the design
combined with the overnight bed allows for the carer to be in the ‘bubble’ of that
patient, allowing the carer to utilise the ensuite and be physically near their loved one
as much as possible.
Whānau experiences of care and tikaka are considered

Patient and Whanau Centered care is a fundamental principle that has shaped the
design of the NDH since the commencement of the process. As part of addressing
that principle, family/whānau will be encouraged to participate in care as much as
they are willing and able. This will include bedside handover, whānau conferencing
and discharge planning. Other ways the principles is adhered to is through providing
overnight facilities for whānau in all patient rooms and lounge and dining areas
supporting whānau in care and activities.
It is acknowledged that sometimes there is a need for discrete conversations to be
had, with multiple family members. As such, in additional to the bedroom spaces
and dedicated whānau lounges, there are dedicated interview rooms in every
department that will ensure there is flexibility and ability to hold private conversations
with whānau.
In contrast to the standardised approach, NDH also has worked with specific
departments and cultural advisors to ensure that departmental specific
considerations are included. One example is the loss room in maternity, which is a
room that is used when a baby passes away. The loss room to accommodate babies
who have passed away, has been included in the codesign process of the NDH. The
room has been gifted the name Te Puna Aroha, or the place of love, reflecting māori
tikaka in the way that death is the wairua passing to the underworld. The space is to
be a nourishing, loving space where the tupapāku can remain, as opposed to a
sterile environment where the body transits through and predominantly associated
with grief. The location, and adjacent services have been discussed with Mana
Whenua representatives.

Specific considerations span the clinical and non-clinical realms. In addition to
clinical examples highlighted above, a non-clinical example is the consideration
given to the dedicated pathway of the tūpapaku. The tūpapaku will travel through the
building, from the ward(s) and departments to the mortuary and the dedicated
mortuary pickup area. In the back of house spaces, there is a lift that facilitates
dedicated tupapāku movements, to ensure no food (considered noa) crosses with
the tapu tupapāku or the lift is not interrupted on its way from the department to the
mortuary. There will be the ability to digitally play a karakia to bless the space after
the tupapāku has been in lift, prior to anyone else using it.

Unfulfilled promises of schools and hospitals

The cultural narrative is a document referred to in the CIA, which reflects the tīkanga
and history of kai tahu. Within the Cultural Narrative, the Aukaha design panel
considered the story of the upturned waka, which highlighted unfulfilled promises. In
return for the land, schools and hospitals were promised. As Ellison said (as cited in
Camp, 2020), “incorporating this part of our history into the rebuild is a reminder of
the promises that were not fulfilled”.
One of the historic needs identified in the CIA is the need to address unfulfilled
promises of health and education, to mana whenua. The NDH project fulfils this
unmet need by providing a range of health services, from ambulatory (walk in),
diagnostic, to acute and post-acute care. The design of these departments includes
cultural considerations, which further addresses the unmet need of providing health
services to mana whenua. The spaces support māori models of care. Examples
include:
- Wai (whakanoa) spaces, that allow tapu to be removed
- Respect design and placement of Te Puna Aroha (baby loss room)
- Ability for whānau to be accommodated in the mortuary area and the
tupapāku to be with the whānau in a clinically practical environment; and
- Mana whenua spaces in the front of house areas to support māori patients
and whānau, as mentioned earlier.
In terms of providing for māori both now and in the future, the hospital has been
planned to cater for needs up until 2043; a generous planning horizon compared with
other New Zealand health facilities. The hospital also caters for future unknown
changes in the way healthcare is delivered through flexibility. One of the major
design principles is flexibility in design. The provision of flexible spaces allows a
range of procedures to be performed. The standardised layout allows future
reconfiguration of spaces without being hamstrung by major structural components.
In addition to health care services, the hospital also serves as a space for education
and training. The NDH provides education opportunities through:
• Dedicated meeting room and training spaces
• Digital technology enabling streaming of selected clinical and nonclinical activities to other physical locations internal and external to
hospital precinct; and
• A digital network with large storage to capture and mine data to support
education and research, noting that research would need to have patient
consent and the data sovereignty group do not currently support the use
of data without informed consent
• Digital platforms in the inpatient wards, similar to a portable tablet, which
can display educational content relevant to the hospital, codesign with
kai tahu and local tīkanga
• teaching and learning sessions with local rangatahi, showcasing the
design and construction processes
• employing local students and new graduates in the NDH project teams
The hospital will also contribute to māori health services regionally through being a
beacon for best practice design; lessons learned and design features of the hospital

have the ability to be translated into community hubs, such as the standard room
design for a consulting room. By utilising the high quality design of the NDH
regionally, the NDH ability to provide high quality health care to māori spans further
than just the immediate cohort it is intended to serve.
Although the original need is historical, contemporary and cultural needs are also
considered through the meaningful codesign process mentioned above in the
examples of cultural considerations in departments, as well as allowing that element
of flexibility in the design to ensure future cultural and contemporary needs can be
met. These needs are essential to hauora māori and need to be combined with
medicine to really start to meet the needs of māori.

Sustainability

In order for Kai Tahu sustainability considerations to be included in the design,
Aukaha engaged a Māori environmental expert to develop a sustainability framework
(appendix one). The framework incorporated design values in the aim of mitigating
any negative impacts from the new hospital, as well as exploring opportunities to
restore parts of the natural habitat in the greenspaces. In addition, this provides
Mana whenua with an opportunity to restore connections to rich history, and highlight
connections within the greenspaces (Camp, 2020).
The NDH responds to the sustainability framework through a stepped codesign
process, as outlined (figure one). Each of the principles are reflected in a pātiki, or
flounder. Note these are separate from the NDH design principles. This process was
discussed and endorsed during the codesign process.

Figure One. Decision making process to address sustainability principles

As per the process above, Aukaha presented and explained the pātiki to the design
team. The design team then analysed each component of the framework and
provided a response. In doing so, gaps were identified where the design had not
considered certain aspects, which allowed opportunity for development. Appendix
one show the sustainability analysis and how the design, in detail, responds to the

sustainability framework. Further work is to be done to refine the sustainability
response of the NDH, in particular a focus on the ‘wai hauora’ aspect and taking
reasonable measures to reduce impacts on water quality and where possible,
capture rainwater for irrigation.

NDH Inpatients building showing the landscaping and plantings reflecting local flora
and fauna, linking with the Mana Whenua sustainability principles.

Next steps – to continue to ensure the CIA considered
There is potential for further investigation into the ways that the NDH can support
māori staff practicing as māori. Although the codesign process and NDH has come a
long way, there is still work to be done to ensure the maximum opportunities for
mana whenua and māori staff to practice is realised. The advantages of the NDH is
the flexible nature of the design , whereby these changing practices could occur.
Examples of flexible spaces include generic consulting rooms, one patient bedrooms
and generic ward layouts, to accommodate changing rations of services streams.
Māori models of care are ill defined and therefore require a robust review,
documentation and validation process to occur. The methodology, staging and
proposal to address this is out of scope of NDH, however those involved in leading
the codesign process of NDH are seeking alternative pathways for this important
piece of work to be funded and therefore developed.
The design of NDH will be further refined over next year, reviewing the interior
design, landscape and further detail in the specific departments and mana whenua
spaces. This further design needs to follow existing processes to ensure relevant
cultural, historical and contemporary needs are addressed, that are within locus of
control, or captured and referred to appropriate organisation.
The mahi that will continue on the NDH project and in the operational realm by way
of māori models or care and service redesign, strongly align with not only local
directive, but national directives. A major national driver is the Simpson report, in
particular, recommendations around hauora māori and refocusing DHBs on
achieving equitable health outcomes for their population. NDH is therefore well
positioned to respond to the Simpson recommendations from a digital and
infrastructure perspective, supporting our national vision for sustainable, better and
more equitable outcomes for all New Zealanders and provide for the indigenous
Māori population whose ability to encompass te Ao Māori and participate in whānau
and cultural connections are prerequisites to good health (Simpson, 2021).

Overall view of NDH – Indicative only.

Conclusion
The report outlines the historical, contemporary and culture needs of māori, as per
the Cultural Impact Assessment, and the various ways the NDH meets these needs
both in the design but also, moving forward as the design progresses and the facility
moves into operation.
The report outlined the locus of control of NDH, the high level objectives of the
hospital as supported by the CIA, provides the framework for the analysis and finally,
explains how the facility responds to māori needs from a historical, contemporary,
and cultural perspective.
The examples are outlined and depicted to illustrate the collaborative codesign
approach that has occurred, to result in such as responsive facility.
The needs of māori are not yet fully met; operational support, change management
and documented māori models of care are required to ensure the facility is utilised in
a culturally appropriate manner. The operational component and associated
requirements will continue to be supported by the NDH project, as design and
operational readiness progress.
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Appendix One – Sustainability Framework and Associated Responses
Kai Tahu - Sustainability Framework Design Response
Register – as of
5 July 2021
Value

Wai ora
Ensuring healthy water

Description

In our
Locus of
Control
- NDH

Design Response

Level of inclusion
(RAG)

y

LandLAB: Acknowledging the historical and ecological
significance of the site through the design and planting.
Stormwater to be treated on site before discharging
back into the waterways. Acknowledging the harbour
and Toitu stream - to be further discussed and
developed with Aukaha / mana whenua

Landscaping
and narrative
expression

y

W+M: incorporate water efficient fittings and fixtures
where health constraints do not determine higher use.
Refer also the Beca comments.
Beca: The design proposes water efficient and WELS
rated fixtures/fittings specifications plus metering and
monitoring of main water usage to enable Facilities
Management to monitor and target efficient water use
during the building life.

Kia rere (to run/the flow
of water)

y

Landscaping shows running water features. Can also be
included in interior design

Kia Māori (to make
pure/normal/clean)
anything that goes
back into the harbour is
pure/clean and healthy
Kia hopu (to
collect/how it is
collected)
Kia mā (to purify/no
pollutants/to reuse)

y

Highest standard of raingardens and stormwater design
/ management.
Holding tanks to capture autopsy and radioactive
waste

y

Retention and detention tanks / water re-use

y

Cascade water down stone/rock to clean water.
Holding tanks

Operati
onal
compo
nent

Mana Wai
Power from the water
Connectedness to this
waterway

Kia tika "to make good
use". Making good use
of water, efficient use,
no wastage.

Water is an essential
element of life.
Importance lies in its
use, how we clean it,
collect it and see it.

Further Comments

y

Included in detailed
and develop

Rainwater
collection

Change control
form issued to MoH
for inclusion

Kia kite (to see/the
visibility of water)

y

Incorporate wai elements, wai plant species and
ceremonial/drinking fountains - to be developed
WSP: Provide channels, not pipes

Kia tapu (restricted
water/sacredness, and
use of this sacred water
- for hand cleaning)
Ara Moana

y

Whakanoa spaces in facility designed to remove tapu

Identity of Otago
Harbour - the
connection of people
with the water
Water is an essential
element
We eat from it, bathe in
it, swim in it, surf in it as
well as many other
activities
Mahika kai - food
gathering

y

W&M and Landlab design response directly relates to
the pre 1846 shoreline - and narratives provided by
Aukaha and mana whenua. LandLAB - reference to Te
Akatapu in the design.
See Kia Māori, Kia ma

Mana moana - power
from the oceans/sea

?

Tidal - connecting to
whenua
Kore paru: no pollutants
into the awa moana
Kia Tika

Further approval
required to change
the brief/scope to
have varied water
flow systems.

Otago Harbour

To make good use of
water
Be efficient

y

Landscaping
and narrative
expression

Note
d

See Kia Māori, Kia ma

y

Acknowledging the history and significance of the
harbour - Rokoa, mahika kai and productive plant
species integrated into plant palette
To be further discussed and developed with Aukaha /
mana whenua

Landscaping
and narrative
expression
Further
discussion with
Aukaha

y

reference to Nga Moana e Rua / original shoreline,
tides and flows of the sea through 'wet, sandy, dry'
planting zones, plant species, and narrative nodes

Landscaping
and narrative
expression

Y

See mana wai above

y

W+M: incorporate water efficient fittings and fixtures
where health constraints do not determine higher use.
Refer also the Beca comments.
Beca: The design proposes water efficient and WELS
rated fixtures/fittings specifications plus metering and
monitoring of main water usage to enable Facilities
Management to monitor and target efficient water use
during the building life.

Confirm
monitoring
system.
Operational
input for water
wastage to be
further
developed

During further design
phases, including
artist engagement
and interior design

No wastage

Make good use

Parti
al
but
more
so
SDHB

y

W+M: Some protocol required here. W&M to
incorporate water efficient fittings and fixtures where
health constraints do not determine higher use. Refer
also to Beca comment.
Beca: Monitoring systems will incorporate alarms to
assist FM to manage high water use and potential
wastage.
WSP: Challenges include limited available space,
principals around type of storage (i.e. Tanks that are not
culturally applicable), costs.

Tutohu taiao
Environmental indicators
Species list by H. K.
Taiaroa

no

knock on impact

Tuna, ika, tuaki, patiki

no

knock on impact

Water quality

y

W+M: responding to the Wai Strategy to determine
drinking water. Civil response required regarding water
leaving the site

Local workforce

y

Workforce – Broader outcomes support

Māori workforce

y

Workforce – Broader outcomes support

Good health / clinical
practice

n

The facility supports effective and safe clinical care, as
reflected in the core benefits in the Business case.

Therefore, good mental
health

n

The mental health of patients is forefront, as reflected in
the design principles. The core design principle patient
and whānau centred care. Other principles enhance
efficiency, access to natural light and minimising the
hospital - like look and feel of the facility

Mana Motuhake

Mana Takata

Empowering our
people

Local & Maori workforce

Monitoring postproject completion?
Monitoring impacts
during construction?

RCP: Business Case
key benefits:
1. improved
efficiency
2. improved patient
safety and
experience
3. improved
experience for staff
4. better health
outcomes
5. more resilient
system

Good Māori role models

Connecting the identity
of our people to a
building.

y

There are numerous māori staff working in the design
teams, the ministry of Health project team, involved in
user groups and a specific roopu engaged in the codesign process. Together, we are demonstrating great
leadership in the NDH project, which will translate
through design into construction and post occupancy.

y

W+M: Expressed throughout the concept design report
both internally and externally within the architecture
W+M: Entry moments identified by mana whenua
spaces and upturned waka narrative. For both
wayfinding and manaaki purposes.

Tuakiri
Identity and
connectedness
Identity
Concept of feeling
comfortable and
relating to the building,
so not foreign but
recognisable and
welcoming
Visibility of Māori

y

y

W+M: Entry moments identified by mana whenua
spaces and upturned waka narrative. For both
wayfinding and manaaki purposes.

y

W+M: Response to original shoreline
The concept gives back a significant area of
landscape back to the city/ urban realm
Reference of Nga Moana e Rua (wet sandy dry)
Key axial veiws / references to points in the landscape

Mana whenua
Power from the land
Connectedness to this
land

Landscaping
and narrative
expression

LandLAB: reference to Nga Moana e Rua / original
shoreline, tides and flows of the sea through 'wet,
sandy, dry' planting zones, plant species, narrative
nodes and mana whenua values / principles
Tapatapa
How identity is
expressed
Can identity be
expressed in a building?

y

Insert W&M concept design / narratives:
- A Tika design strategy within the Whakatuputupu
principles

Landscaping
and narrative
expression.
Codesign
approach

Mauri ora

Ohu

Creating a health
society

Collective enterprise
(social procurement)
The working parts of
collective enterprises
Social procurement
(purchasing or
contracting local
Māori)
Food procurement

y

RCP: Planting procurement, growing to be discussed as
possible community involvement.

Further confirmation
required and
discussions around
planting

N

SDHB:

Suitable procurement
policies (lack of waste,
no single
use items)
Getting accountability
in the processes

y

N

y

Greenstar certification

Mana - retaining for
community

y

N

Māra kai (food gardens)

y

Productive kai species in specific locations - kai / café

Landscaping to
include
productive
species

Māori kai

y

Significant native kai and rokoa species suggested by
mana whenua to be integrated into planting palette

Mahika kai

y

Significant mahika kai and productive species
suggested by mana whenua to be integrated into
planting palette

Landscaping to
include
productive
species
Landscaping to
include
productive
species

N

The Future of Food Services in NDH paper clearly
articulates the importance of incorporating
environmental, sustainable & fresh food principles in to
the model of food provision by the kitchen in NDH. The
SDHB already has principles of healthy food policy – as
per MoH strategic directions – incorporated in to
tendering processes for retail providers in SDHB facilities.

Kai Ora
Healthy Food

Working together,
collectively to ensure
equitable outcomes
that take into account
enterprises, health and
tino rakatirataka.

Nutritional food options

y

Local food

y

N

Organic food

y

N

Composting of food
waste (commercial or
onsite)
Kai Hau Kai - food
exchange

y

y

Not currently in brief however future provision on site for
food macerators

y

N

Public market?
Landlab productive planting / edible landscape

Food Sovereignty - not
packaged meals flown
from
Auckland
Tino rakatirataka

y

N

SDHB

y

There is a codesign process in NDH, which involves
Aukaha and Mana Whenua as design partners. The aim
of the codesign process is to capture mana whenua
considerations and ensure these are reflected
respectful in the design and landscaping of NDH

y

Young Professionals Group' established, broader
outcomes targets in MoH ESD principles

y

As per partnership comments, the codesing process
acknowledges the inputs from all and ensures the
design assists closing the inequality gap, and mana
whenua feel like this is a facility that they connect to
and that reflects local heritage.

y

The design intent is to specify the building thermal
envelope to suit Dunedin's climate and help towards
providing a comfortable and efficient building
environment.

Healthy, equitable
partnerships
Partnerships

Connections with
others, University,
Polytech, Councils
Equity

Mauri tū
Enhancing the
environment

With the increasing awareness of sustainability & ‘food’
miles, it would be timely for this focus to be added in
future tendering processes.
The SDHB support a health food based approach, with
the menu to be reviewed and endorsed by SDHB
Dietetics team
SDHB

SDHB
operational
response
SDHB
operational
response

Whare Māori principles
Utilising Māori design
concepts
Natural heating and
cooling:

Not natural
heat/vent but
creating efficient,
sustainable and
hospital-appropriate
environment.

Warmer higher up than
lower down - fire in
centre to keep
warm
Homes were built in the
ground - adapting to
the cold
conditions
Clothing was important
(seal furs, dog coats)

NA

Beca: Clinical requirements and comfort requirements
have determined the design room temperature
conditions.

NA

clinical requirements drive outputs

Hard people adapted
to harsh elements

NA

Tikumu (waterproof
cloak)

y

W+M: Reference to HK Tairoa's korowai?
W+M: Some potential to introduce traditional building
systems within mana whenua spaces. Wool insulation
and redlist free materials to be considered

NA

Traditional
building/insulation/bed
ding materials e.g.
Raupō
Relating to food:

y

y
parti
ally

Food preservation &
storage (food store,
cool spaces)
Pātaka kai, whata kai

y

y

N

Rua / Pākoro

N

Whata - large, tall
storage, kept rats away,
kept food cool
Drying of food - dried
food for transportation
Relating to Tapu & Noa:

N

Enhancing the mauri of
the environment by
making good use of its Separate spaces based
natural features.
on tapu and noa

SDHB

W+M: Potential to develop metaphorical references
within food services and café spaces??
As above w Pātaka kai, whata kai

N

y

SDHB opportunities
re:
bedding/operational
materials?

Routes of tūpapaku have been developed in
association with Aukaha and mana whenua reference
groups.
The conceptual chassis has been developed with
Tapu(health staff) and Noa (public)
"Progression of health" has defined the location of
hospital programme from SE to NW.
Wai strategy and hui with Aukaha have defined key
opportunities for wai (cleansing)

Operational,
can be
expressed
through interiors
and architecture
but logistically
will be SDHB
operations.

Multiple spaces with
water & cleaning
spaces

y

Rāhui - environmental
tapu

n

Ceremonial wai elements are distinctively separated
from drinking fountains and kai plant species are to be
located in noa zones
W+M: Wai strategy and hui with Aukaha have defined
key opportunities for wai (cleansing).
These whakanoa spaces are throughout facilities

.

Hihiri
Energy efficiency &
conservation
What comes in - what
goes out (energy carbon)
Minimising energy losses
/ energy efficiency

y

y

Utilising existing energy
sources

y

Using available
renewable energy

y

Knowing the carbon
footprint
Greenhouse gas
emission reduction

Te whare
Based on a warm,
healthy home. Warm
homes include building
envelopes & energy
efficiency . Green

y

y

y

The design approach proposes energy efficient building
design features plus metering and monitoring of energy
usage to enable Facilities to monitor and target energy
efficient use during the building life. Best practice
system commissioning and post handover systems
tuning is also planned to enhance the building energy
efficiency.
The primary energy source for the buildings providing
heating, cooling, hot water, and power) is the city
electrical grid infrastructure.
Diesel generators will be provided for emergency
power requirements, and diesel boilers to provide
emergency
The heating plant uses air as the source for heat pumps.
The design approach uses the high renewable content
electrical grid to reduce carbon emissions.
Design targets will be established for operational
energy and carbon emissions. Embodied carbon
footprint is not being assessed for the design.
The design uses low carbon grid electricity as the
primary energy source for heat pump heating and hot
water generation to reduce carbon emissions. The
building design also promotes usage of low carbon
transport

Efficiency in design
and fittings.

Existing city mains.
Some back up
required but largely
existing.

Renewable NZ
mains, air for heat
pump systems.

Renewable NZ
mains, air for heat
pump systems.
Design for low-traffic
access

building council - green
star including the Life
Cycle Analysis of
materials that are used.
Passive design orientation on the site;
building layout; window
design; insulation
(including windows);
thermal mass; shading;
and ventilation
Space heating, cooling,
ventilation, water
heating

y

The building orientation and layouts respond to the CBD
site and the clinical brief. The façade and building
envelope performance is proposed to be specified to
assist towards comfort and efficiency.

Building orientation,
glazing, shading all
designed to suit site.

y

Beca: The design of building services and systems aims
to achieve clinical requirements and assist comfort and
wellbeing

Renewable NZ
mains, air for heat
pump systems.

Quality of daylights

y

Daylight targets set and achieved. Outlined where
deviations occurred, for MoH to review and endorse.
Minimal variation from targets

Significant glazing
throughout - where
appropriate.

Building performance

y

Building performance targets will be developed and
monitored in operation

Climate safe gases
(heating & cooling

y

Refrigerant gas specification for main building heating
and cooling plant systems are proposed to be zero
Ozone Depletion Potential and Low Global Warming
Potential.

Zero Ozone
Depletion Potential
and Low Global
Warming Potential
gases proposed.

y

Waste Management Plans are specified for Demolition
and proposed for the new construction works to reduce
waste to landfill.

Zero waste not
achievable however
Green star dictates
level of waste
minimisation
Will be SDHB
operational issue.
Likely impossible/
very challenging due
to the nature of
health care.

Parakore
Zero waste
Demolition of existing &
construction of new

No wastage of resource
used during building use

y

n

SDHB but design will support and have measures.
Beca: The building design will incorporate space
requirements to be advised by SDHB waste specialist to
manage waste streams and recycling to reduce waste
to landfill

No single use items
(medical & nonmedical)
No food waste from
kitchen & cafés going
to landfill

y

n

SDHB

y

n

SDHB

Kā Tapuwae
Leaving light footprints

Easy collection of
compostable materials,

y

parti
ally

SDHB/W+M
The building design will incorporate collection bins and
space requirements to be advised by waste specialist
to manage SDHB waste and recycling streams and
facilitate reduction in operational waste to landfill

Easy collection of
compostable materials,
e.g. food waste, flowers,
ash from biomass boiler
Easy separation and
collection of
recyclables

y

y

Recycling strategy developed with SDHB, MoH and
design team

y

y

Recycling strategy developed with SDHB, MoH and
design team

y

RCP: These have been provisioned in the NDH - cars
only. No provision for E bike recharging. These are
provisioned for the IB - there are no e charging stations
for cars or bikes for OB during the temporary phase.

Alternative transport
options (e.g. if there are
no individually owned
cars in the future)

y

Bus stops, scooter parking and bicycle parking provided
– numbers aligning with green star requirements

Car parks are designed
for their next life (when
not needed)
Creative solutions, being
able to adapt creatively

y

No vertical carparking within the current project scope.

No vertical
carparking

y

Flexibility is a core design principle for NDH, to cater to
the changes in health care provision that will occur
over the life of the buildings. There is a focus on digital
innovation in the facility, to respond to the increased
provision of digital health services.

Flexibility in design,
within reason for
health care services.
Digital innovation.

Sustainable practices what was living

y

Cultural narrative acknowledges the past

Ara eke takata
Early adapters of
technology
Electric charging
stations for cars and
bikes

Having the lightest
touch on
papatūānuku. Being
adaptable to new
ideas and technology.

Permeability of design
to facilitate easy people
movement, and
connections with noncar centric transport
options

y

Location of site close to central city.
through site east-west connections for vehicle and
pedestrian permeability
Te Ara honohono link across the site and into future
precincts
Car circulation is connected to North-South arterial
routes across Dunedin for easy access.
Landscaped promenade encourages pedestrian
activity and use.

y

W+M: Insert W&M concept design / narratives:
- To be developed further in the co-design of the man
whenua spaces as 3 spaces defined by waka
interpretations, carried, upturned and the waka afloat.
W+M: Connection to the city
Design of entrances for legibility - Ease of orientation visual connection between outpatient and Inpatient
entrances.
W+M: through site east-west connections for vehicle
and pedestrian permeability
Te Ara honohono link across the site and into future
precincts
Car circulation is connected to North-South arterial
routes across Dunedin for easy access.
Landscaped promenade encourages pedestrian
activity and use.
Ara oraka - path of healing to enhance 'inpatient"
wellbeing

Ara iki
Portage ways,
movement of people
Symbolic - the waka
drawing up to beach

Arrival at the building &
departure from the
building

y

Moving around inside
and outside - walking
paths (to and around
building)

y

Connections, pathways,
corridors

y

W+M: Internal connections designed for legible
wayfinding using repeated elements for clear /familiar
navigation across the project.Location of site close to
central city.through site east-west connections for
vehicle and pedestrian permeability Te Ara honohono
link across the site and into future precinctsCar
circulation is connected to North-South arterial routes
across Dunedin for easy access. Landscaped
promenade encourages pedestrian activity and use.

Secure bike parking,
bike lanes and bus
routes

y

W+M: EoT facilities provided within the inpatients
building

Close to central city
and bus links, good
pedestrian
permeability.

Taxi/Uber drop off, pick
up and waiting zones
Kaumatua, mobility
impaired accessibility
solutions - manaakitaka
Mauri noho

y

Included

y

Included

Enhancement of mauri
(mauri tū, mauri mate)
Enhancing and
protecting of mauri
Mauri tū

y

Mauri noho

y

Mauri mate

y

Protection' of mauri

y

To sustain mauri as a
minimum

y

To be regenerative of
mauri (to make better)

y

Incorporated into design, further development
underway.
W+M: Increased biodiversity through plantations on
site.
Note that contaminated soil will be retained and
encapsulated onsite to avoid spreading the existing
problem to other sites. Previously the site was 100% hard
- with zero treatment of storm water runoff
WSP: Stormwater, being clean water, maybe should be
seen, to flow. Runoff from the roof, collected in
downpipes, should be seen, possibly flowing across the
site, and cascading down to street level. Where
stormwater is considered contaminated from vehicle
areas, it should be cleaned through contact with the
earth, i.e. rain gardens. Stormwater from hardstand
areas should be diverted and flow, or even cascade,
rather than be piped. Engineering tools like kerbs,
sumps and pipes, and proprietary treatment units, are
replaced with exposed aggregate concrete,
vegetation, stone, stone cascades, shells, basins and
raingardens, bridges and boardwalks.

Better than minimum
standards, better than
normal

parti
ally

Lessons learned are a big focus on NDH - repeating the
same mistakes is not an option. We hold lessons learned
workshops and ensure risk mitigation actions reflect
these

Continuous
improvement

y

Environmental
indicators. Reference:
HK mahika kai list

y

Lessons learned workshops to ensure mistakes are not
repeated. Learning from past healthcare experience
within project team too.
The building is targeting a 5 Green Star Design and Asbuilt rating, and target indicators are proposed for
operational energy, operational carbon emissions,
water consumption, construction waste to landfill

Tāhuhu kōrero

y

Greenstar discussions
to ensure that we
are meeting 5 star
and if possible,
exceeding.

Celebrate what has
been before us
Kā Tapuae - The places
our ancestors have
been and where we are
going.
Looking back in order to
look forward
Arohonohono - the
journeys past, present
and future
Whenua ora

Koi ora rereketaka

Enriching the land

Enhancement of native
biodiversity
Creating habitats for
native wildlife (birds,
geckos, insects)
Native species plantings

y

y

W+M: Co design process with Aukaha and mana
whenua
Insert W&M concept design / narratives:
- Nga moana e rua and mataukareao
- Ara oraka

y

y

LandLAB: Species diversity allows for habitats and food
for native fauna

y

LandLAB: Predominantly native species eco-sourced
from the eco-region

Biodiversity banking
(typically involves land
protection, restoration,
and/or enhancement
Land regeneration
(making the land that is
there better than it was
Bringing nature into the
cityscape

y

LandLAB: increase bio-diversity through plant selection

y

LandLAB: Landscaped areas would represent the
original vegetation found in the area

y

LandLAB: Significant native plant and diverse native
tree species are proposed.

Previously harbour area
(wet land plants) thick
bush used to exist here,
look back and
acknowledge what was
there - use native plants
that will grow well.
Sand, shellfish - all sorts
of harbour-based
creatures
Tidal, on the foreshore

y

LandLAB: Planting concept acknowledges historic
shoreline and the endemic plants have been selected
in the planting palette

y

LandLAB: reference to the sea shore/line through native
planting (sandy) zone

y

LandLAB: references through foreshore species ie Oioi /
Wiwi

Incorporated
into narrative,
further
development
underway.

Creeks coming into the
harbour (Toi tū runs into
the
harbour
Stories to show what
was there. Huge history
of the
area and the dense
bush.
Māra kai
Cultivating and growing
food on site
Acknowledging original
food and gathering
spaces
Mahika kai (food
gathering place
Kareao (supplejack)
was plentiful
Reflecting original
biodiversity and
creating spaces to
engage with our
environment.

?

LandLAB: references through wetland species ie Raupo

y

LandLAB: Acknowledged through planting and through
creative expression / cultural narratives and mana
whenua values / principles

y

LandLAB: Rokoa and mahika kai / productive species
integrated into plant palette.

y

LandLAB: productive / mahika kai species located near
mana whenua + H.K pavillion
W+M: Outpatients building reference - LandLAB:
reference through potential planting / sculptural
elements
W+M: Opportunities to develop within the Artwork,
interior and landscape packages.

y

Fish and shellfish of
Otakou

?

Barracuda was often
caught on long line in
harbour
and dried
Whenua

?

W+M: Mataukareao reference within outpatients
façade.

y

W+M: Ara Oraka - Mortuary and Whare whakapono
(multifaith) spaces

Blue spaces (contribute
to the sense of
calmness)
Green spaces (e.g.
green roof)
Walking trails to get
outside and back to
nature

y

Whakanoa spaces in the facility – location in codesign
process.

y

W+M: Whare whakapono (multifaith) and mortuary
courtyard - Landscaped promenade.
W+M: Ara Oraka LandLAB: narrative nodes create ara
oraka, interactive and educational nodes and places
of interest

Inlet was called Ngā
moana e rua, (the edge
of new world, where bus
hub is located).

y

Creating spaces to
connect with the land
Contemplation spaces

y

W+M: Insert W&M concept design / narratives:
- Whaakatuputupu page

Incorporated
into design,
further
development
underway.

.

